
Empathy allows people to build social

connections with others. By understanding

what people are thinking and feeling, we are

able to respond appropriately in social

situations. Research has shown that having

social connections is important for both

physical and psychological well-being.

 

Empathising with others helps you learn to

regulate your own emotions. Emotional

regulation is important in that it allows you to

manage what you are feeling, even in times of

great stress, without becoming overwhelmed.

 

Often when you experience an acute

trauma, you will not know anyone else

that has experienced anything similar

and the lack of empathetic connection

can make you feel vulnerable, isolated

and alone. 

To maintain social connection during an

acute trauma response, it often means 

 the onus is on us as individuals to

maintain healthy relationships by being

empathetic and understanding of the

challenges our experiences can bring to

existing relationships. These challenges

can include not knowing what to say,

being unsure of boundaries or feeling

guilty about your experiences. 
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This worksheet is designed to help you

improve the quality of your relationships

after an acute trauma.

Worksheet Activity

For each person, make notes about what they

might be feeling. Ask yourself, what are they

worried about? What are they trying to do or

achieve in their interactions with you? Think about

how your acute trauma experience may have

affected them, how might they be feeling and how

might it make them approach your relationship? 

Think of the key people in your life and list the ways

they have been behaving and things they have

been saying to you since your acute trauma.

Although we are asking you to imagine how

others might be feeling in this task, if you feel

comfortable doing so, having conversations with

important people in your life might be useful, too.
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Making it a habit will take time. It is beneficial

to start small with simple goals, manageable

tasks and minor changes that you can

comfortably develop over time. 

Empathy isn't something that comes naturally

to us and it can become more difficult to be

empathetic when we are responding to an

acute trauma or otherwise struggling with our

mental health. 

Although we may be empathetic in many

areas of our lives, being empathetic in our

acute trauma response is challenging. 

https://www.verywellmind.com/social-support-for-psychological-health-4119970
https://www.verywellmind.com/social-support-for-psychological-health-4119970
https://www.verywellmind.com/how-you-can-practice-self-regulation-4163536

